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About This Game

Infinite Loop of fun

1. Create finished products

2. Make money

3. Unlock more advanced technologies and machines

4. Create mo 5d3b920ae0 
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Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy

Developer:
Mind Leak
Publisher:
Mind Leak

Release Date: 20 Mar, 2017

Minimum:

5. OS: Windows 7,8,10

6. Processor: Dual Core 2.0 GHz

7. Memory: 2 GB RAM

8. Graphic
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Despite all negative reviews this game is rather good and I highly recommend it. It's not so expensive and I have
much fun during gameplay.. It's fun to play, I really like it! If you like to build things and always want to try to

improve processes then this is a game for you!. Looks like someone copied the game "Big Pharma" and changed
the theme so it looks like the game "Factorio". It is not a really bad game, but there are alternatives with the

same gameplay/setting which are much better.. dont get it. I don't like this game. It's confusing, lacks
information regarding items and their uses, even the tutorial glitches! Would ot recommend buying this - waste
of money.. editing to make review better :) after looking around found out the first research is completed. but
one thing that is making me mad is the fact that it randomly stops working before i can get a chance to save

after some progress. only thing i hate about it.. Good game! Needs a bit more work but a good game!. All of the
negative reviews for this product seem to do two things: 1.) Compare the game to factorio 2.) Ignore the fact

that is an $8 game Yes, the correlations to Factorio are obvious. Yes, there is some growth for improvement in
the graphics. In the end you paid eight bucks for a game that is still pretty fun and a little challenging. Best

game ever? No. Worth the purchase price? Yes.. A little limited but still fun.. 46 minutes in and the game has
crashed 4 different times. Everything on my end seems fine, I have no problems running anything else. Any help

is appreciated.
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